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Introduction
Many problems in mechanical system design involve elastic bodies that come into contact under applied load. Contact problems are nonclassical, in the sense that one does not initially know the contact region or the contact stress. Considerable research has been pursued in recent years to develop constructive methods of determining the contact region and contact stress distribution when two bodies come into contact, a force distribution over the surfaces arises and high contact stresses may occur over the subsets of the contact region. This is undesirable, since plastic deformation of the bodies may occur or high normal forces may lead to wear of machine parts that move relative to each other. A technique is needed for adjusting the contour of one or both of the bodies, in order to achieve a minimum contact stress between them.
In our problem, we consider the linear elastic bodies in frictionless contact, the nonpenetration condition leading to a unilateral constraint on the displacement field. Consider a smooth domain J2 in RR, r > il ,2, with boundary r; from In (and given data) one constructs a solution vO, the state function, of the state equation F(O, ~~1; from 0 to pn one constructs a cost function E(a); and fina!ly 0 given a family of domains a, one wishes to minimize E( In) over 69.
Indeed, consider a membrane in possible contact with a rigid obstacle. The system is governed by a variational inequality with the constraint on admissible displacements 4 > $, almost everywhere in 0, where 4 is the normal displacement of the membrane and 9 is a given function which describes the shape of the obstacle. For any solution of the analysis problem, we may define the contact region 2 as the subdomain of 0 where 4 = 9. Since S, the boundary of this subdomain, is unknown before the contact problem is solved, it is called a free boundary. Consider the Sobolev space H&O) = (v 1 v EH'(Lt), v = 0 on r).
Define the inner products ( 0, -1 and a( ., 9 on E*(fZ) and H,'(O), respectively, by
with the associated norms being denoted by I f I * = (f, f-1 and II u !I* = a(u, u). We note that the bilinear form a( -, -) is elliptic, i.e., a(u, v)2cw.IIu12, CY > 0, WV E H;(n).
(12) .
Let us define the closed convex subset K: K=(vlvEH,@2),v>$,$giveninR).
(13) .
Let us assume that # E H*(a), l(i < 0 on r and A$ G 0. It is known [3] that under these conditions the set K is nonempty. The problem we want to consider consists in finding 4 SO that
(1 4) . Consequently, there are two sets in 0:
) .
called the coincideace set, and
. called the equilibrium set. In the two-dimensional case, one can think of this problem therefore as giving the displacement C# of a membrane subjected to forces $ and required to stay above obstacle #. The membrane touches the obstacle on the coincidence set and the two regions are separated by a surface S, which is a free surface, and on which one has two boundary conditions: if 1,5 E I? (&!), onz has   a4  a+  4=@ and an=%, on S.
(1 8)
.
Our optimization problem consists of the minimization of the area of 0 within the constraint that the contact region contains some specified subdomain 0, of CL The physical set-up is depicted schematically in Fig. 1 . That is, our problem consists of minimize Ml, 2 1 a,,
. subject to where 2 is the contact region containing the subdomain L?, of 0.
To enforce the constraint we introduced a penalty functional, SO that, for cy > 0 the cost functional becomes
00
(1.10) where a! is penalty multiplier, # defines the shape of the obstacle and 4, as thz displacement of the membrane, is the solution of the variational inequality (1.4).
We may express the cost function (1.10) as follows: (1.12) also note that we choose ,f2, so that fi0 c&$ but a0 * 0, because 0 does not intersect the subdomain a,.
Since we already know that the speed method can be used for solving optimal shape problems for systems described by differential equations [2, 6] , to solve the optimal shape problem for the systems described by the differential inequality (9.4) we shall introduce a penalized differential equation as follows: Then, by using the elliptic hypothesis, we have db, -~ii*~ Iif ii iI& --MI or all&, -@ii d,
where C is constant, and independent of E. Also I/E i (4, -$)-I2 G C,, but, by taking E + 0, the above equation shows that (4 -t,W+ 0 in L*(n), so that (4 -#)-= 0 or + 2 @, which implies that 4 E K, Le., 4 3 $. For the existence and uniqueness of the solution of (1.13) see El. We shail solve the optimal shape problem for the differential equation (1.13): and then take limits 9~ E + 0 of the relevant functions, so as to solve the problem associated with differential inequa,ities.
Deformations of domains and optimization
The speed method of shape sensitivity analysis [6] is used here for solving the optimal shape problem for our differential inequality (1.4) by taking limits, as 5 tends to zero, of the equations resulting from the penalized approximation introduced in (1.131, as explained above. Here we shall explain how this method works for the system described by the differential equation, which will be helpful in solving our problem, i.e., the optimal shape problem for the systems described by a differentiai inequality. The main idea of the speed method is to make the derivative cf the cost function as negative as possible, by selecting a suitable value of a vector field V to be defined below. This vector field is used for the perturbation of the domain A! into 0, at time t (see Fig. 2 ), and the value of the derivative of the cost function depends only on the value of this vector field at the boundary. To minimize the cost function E(L!), we take the vector field V, at t = 0, in the opposite direction to a vector G, the gradient of the cost function. By using this method, various formulae have been obtained [2, 6] for the derivative with respect to shape.
Let &! be a smooth bouyrded open set in R", n 2 2, and V be a regular, n-dimensional vector field defined on [0, 11 x Ul, where U, is an open neigbourhood of a. Suppose that the mapping x --) VQ, x) has continuous space derivatives for any t E [0, l], and the mapping t --) V(t, x) is continuous for the topology given by uniform convergence of these derivatives on any compact subset of Ur. In this approach the deformation of the set &? is related to the vector field V, the position of a point x in the deformed domain 0, is given by the solution of the ordinary differential equation
with the initial condition x(O) =X E J2. Let F, be the transformation, depending on V, which is defined by the differential equation (2.1); then where 6,,, is the soiution of the differential equation (1.13) on 0,. It can also be considered as a function of t, by the mapping
t-+Q-,&,,-+E(G). (2 5)
We wish to dtfine the derivative I?(&) of the cost function E(R,) at a,, which depends on the vector field V, ti;is will be chosen so as to obtain the value of the derivative to be as negative as possible. Let r, be a smooth function of x, which may depend also smoothly on t. Then we know from
where n is the unit exterior normal to rt, V is the speed, and ( l , l > is the scalar product in n how we again return to our main problem, and write (1.13) in variational form:
the unknown is denoted by &,,t E H'(Q). In order to eliminate certain problems related to the definition of o in a,, which is variable with t, we suppose that o is the restriction to a, of a function 0 E HYIR"). We denote by &,! the partial derivative of & with respect to t; one can in fact prove [6] that 4: exists and is in H'. Taking the derivative of the left-hand side of (2.7), as (2.6), we obtain:
In a similar way, the derivative of the cost function E is @2,) =I W, n> dr+a/ R,4:,, dx+cr( R&b,,1 -#)W, n> dr. and n is the normal field on I't (n is taken going out of a,). We shall choose t = 0 throughout, and write (2.13) as i(Q) = (G, V)L1; of course, G = (C,,,=,, n), the gradient of E at f = 0; it is a distribution with support on the boundary rt. Several different treatments of the gradient have been developed; see [2, 6] . The derivative of the cost function E depends only on the value of the vector field V at the boundary rt; we can then choose the value of V so as to make the derivative of the cost function as negative as possible. The corresponding value of the vector field V, to be considered unitary, i.e., 11 V 11 L, = 1, as explained below, is of course determined by the following relations: I(G, V> I G II G ll II 'J ll = ll G 11; the value of V must be 
Discretization and a first optimization algorithm
We briefly review the method of finite elements. To illustrate the method, let (1.13) be discretized by triangulation elements of degree 1. In variational form (1.13) becomes for all 4,,t E H '('i): It is possible to consider our optimization problem in this new setting. The optimal shape will be found by successive approximations starting with an initial guess 0:; the algorithm is then developed by means of a material derivative method. discretized, so that the shale _Qit ; is defined by the expression for the cost function E is
We note that the problem has been coordinates of the nodes; then, the 
.-(3 6)
derivative (3 7)
. 1 =-'4h.e.r -v&h + +&-+)%h- (3 8) . (3.12) r,.,
We could now obtain, as in the previous section, the vector field V so as to minimize this derivative. We consider now the problem associated with the variational inequality.
The optimal shape design for a variational inequality
Now we come to the implementation of the main idea of our treatment, that is, to take the limit of these quantities as E tends to zero. First we shall find the value of the limit of the cost function, as E tends to zero. Since we know that [4] 4 /l,E,f , + 4,1 t, in H,! weakly, as E + 0, and also 4 il ,e,t + 4,, t, in L2(& t) strongly, as E + 0, by taking the limit (a, E --) 0), on both sides of (X6), we obtain lim E(R,,t) = 1 
which is the required value of the cost function E as E tends to zero. Now we shall find the value of the derivative of the cost function as l tends to zero:
lim k(fl,.,) = lim 1
. 3 ow we will need to find the limit of the vector Ph.E,f, as E + 0; in the Appendix we prove the following theorem, which shows that this limit, Ph,[, is itself the solution of a variational inequality.
Theorem 1. As E + 0, P,* t E + P,* t (1-P ,,,I +V,,,)W, 4 dr.
h., .
As before, the gradient can be explicitly computed and used to minimize E: where G = (C,I r=o, n).
(4 7)
As before, we choose V = -G/ 11 G 11. We can now define an algorithm to solve the optimal shape problem for the differential inequality. 
min E({qk-ln'(p))). O<PWlltLX
This step involves a one-dimensional optimization in the direction of the gradient; hence pmax is an appropriate value.
(6) Set qk*tn'+l = qkvfn'(p).
(7) Perform a terminal check, i.e., find out whether the domain oh I intersects the fixed domain L?,I,O; if so, stop. Otherwise, change m' = m' + 1, and go back to 'step (1).
Description of the program and algorithm used
The optimum design program is composed of the following modules.
(1) A modul e f or solving the direct problem (or state problem). We take t = 0 throughout. .
In the Appendix, we show that this variational inequality has a solution which minimizes the following funct:onal:
over the convex set K. For this problem, we use the same method as we used in the case of the state problem. (5) A modul e minimizing the criterion functional when we know a vector field I/. We used the material (or speed) method with optimal choice of step length p and eventually projection.
(6) A drawing module for the plotting (characteristics) related with a given geometry. This is convenient for quickly analyzing computational results.
The finite-element method (on triangles, using first-order polynomials) was used to solve triangles. Since the main idea of our problem is to find the contact region and the free boundary of the contact region at given value of I+!I (which is shape of the obstacle), in our example we took the initial shape of the problem as shown in Fig. 3 and we can also see in In connection with the behaviour of the subsequence P,_ as E --) 0, we have the next theorem. 
